
“Towards a Playful Being” – movie about KUD Ljud and RIOTE2 training 

 

The first part of the movie speaks about the history of the Ljud, how and why it was created, few 

projects are presented which illustrate the values, content and techniques used by the group.  

 

The second part is focusing on adult education through the example of the 5 day training, held in 

the frame of RIOTE2 project, April 2018 in Ljubljana, some concrete exercises are shown and 

explained. 

 

The style of the movie is suited to this division; the first part more general and narrative, the 

second one is more concrete giving the opportunity to focus on the training methods. The 

moviemakers aim was to gain the interest of the spectator to view the full film, as the first part is 

more dynamic and the second one more static and educational. 

 

The movie is mostly functioning as a visual insight to a theatre group’s special world creating 

performances in public spaces. At this point it has to be emphasized that the way Ljud does and 

speaks about it, is just one way to do outdoor theatre, it is not the only one or the best one, but 

the only one Ljud is doing and can speak about it. 

  

As a presentational material “Towards a Playful Being” is aimed to motivate theatre groups and 

individuals that would like to do theatre. This movie can function for self-organized groups, as 

well as for teachers and students to get inspiration for teaching and learning, and also as an 

introduction and appetizer for reading the book “Why don’t we do it in the road”, which gives 

detailed overview on skills and considerations needed for doing outdoor theatre. The movie and 

the book are complimentary to each other. 

 

The movie also gives a glimpse of the RIOTE2 partnership spirit, which in itself carries the 

message of multiculturalism, importance of knowledge exchange and cooperation. 

 

 

Structure of the movie 

 

First part 

 

00:00-13:39 

- the history of  Ljud through interviews and visual material from past and present projects 

- how the group was created and why  

- values and techniques 

- importance of group work, dedication, the differences between outdoor and “classical” 

indoor theatre 

- how to talk about important issues through theatre?  

- don’t be afraid to take a risk, do what you believe in and work hard for it! 

 

 

 



The composition of the movie represents with a great sense the positive attitude, with which the 

Ljuds protagonists tackling the symptoms of bad societal habits; fatigue and indifference. The 

public space interventions of Ljud are focusing on serious existential problems, formulating 

simple, clear messages through attitude/behaviour, strictly avoiding the direct formulation of 

these messages, while opening space for participation, or mere contemplation and keeping the 

game aesthetically coherent. 

 

Second part 

 

13:40 – 29:56 

- shows an educational process executed in the fame of RIOTE2 training in Ljubljana 

(April 2018). 

- 5-day training step by step: warming up, indoor exercises, outdoor exercises, performing 

a street action  

- general advices about doing outdoor theatre  

- proposing concrete exercises 

 

 

During the joint staff training of RIOTE2 project, Kud Ljud members transmitted all the 

exercises presented in the film, and most of them have been successfully applied in participants 

own work since, in various adult and child education sessions, professional and non-professional 

setting. 

 

14:12 – 15:56 

Rehearsal “Yes”: It is awareness exercise, good for warming up the body and mind. It helps to 

achieve the state of “relaxed concentration” which is very important condition for body and mind 

when one is performing an interactive, public space act; having a mission but still being open to 

outside impulses and react upon them, and maintenance of the crucial eye contact. It is also 

exercising the gaining of trust from the group and to be responsible for the group at the same 

time. 

 

As Ljud trainers are teaching the exercise for Utca-Szak members, the process is clear, it is 

difficult to acquire and maintain the “relaxed attention”, the “strive to pay attention” triggers 

anxiety initially. 

 

15:57 – 19:33 

“The machine”: here the participant exercises how to be in focus, how to be active and 

rhythmical, how to support a group with being attentive and precise. 

 

This very useful and entertaining improvisation exercise develops the ability of the participants 

to tune into each other, and into the audience member, and to realize how series of nonverbal 

expressions and states can eventually become epic storytelling. 

 

19:34 – 22:19 

Rehearsal of “Ondo-Ruj” is a warming up, “sign travelling” exercise for mind and body. It is 

about how to keep up relaxed and focused state, meanwhile becoming more open and noticing 



things around us. It is also a game for connecting as a group and as such perfect as warming up 

before the performances. 

 

In this part, members of Kud Ljud are teaching the exercise for the members of international 

training group, shortly later the camera movement helps to sense how the transmission of 

impulses can be modulated. 

 

22:20 - 26:07 

Exercises done on RIOTE2 training in public spaces of Piran, Slovenia. If someone plans to do 

outdoor theatre it is very important to do some exercises outdoor as well. Here are shown:  

- warming up exercises,  

- rehearsals focusing on the use of public space as scenography 

- compositions in public space 

- playing with group dynamics (who is leading, who is following – be able to do both, 

taking proposals from each other, trust each other) 

- engagement of audience. 

 

This training demonstrates how series of simple signs shall become theatrical experience. These 

forms have no "message" as performances shown in the first part of the film do (The 

Invasion/Pink Aliens for example). Here the participants’ personality and attitude imply that the 

spectator attempts to interpret the action or attribute meaning, guess to the internal rules of the 

game, which are easy or hard to reveal. 

 

26:08 – 29:56 

The last part shows the final outdoor theatre action in Ljubljana, which concluded RIOTE2 

training. Action with earphones for performers and microphone for director, connected through 

transmitter and receiver. Ljud found this tool useful as teaching/learning and as artistic tool as 

well. The action shows some of the outdoor interactive theatre principles in practice. 

 

The mechanism of “headset actions” in the spectator renders a sequence of events, a theatre 

experience.  The principles are similar to the group-improvisation technique presented in the 

previous section. The observer sees that the participants perform different actions according to a 

certain logic, simultaneously, or sequentially and tries to find connections and meaning in them. 

It requires a special kind of participation from the performers, as they are not interacting 

primarily with each other, and as the next action is always unexpected, so this method greatly 

develops adaptation and responsiveness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


